
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of QA tech. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for QA tech

Practices and promotes the food safety and quality systems (GMP, FIFO and
SOP’s, HACCP) to hold high company standards
Conduct performance, compatibility, interoperability, maintainability,
integration and system testing across the whole ecosystem, not limited to
one product
Monitor an integrated sustaining tracker and partner with the Compliance
and Standards Manager & the Pipeline Operations Manager to develop
governance for quarterly reviews, corrective action plans, communication and
implementation strategies for changes to the NWE program
Ensure that the handover process, roles and responsibilities are clearly
defined and supported with a toolkit that is well-understood by all parties
Foster a culture of “eye on quality“ and “service orientation” that enhances
the employee experience in the neighborhood work environments
Guarantee that the appropriate approach is in place to drive and measure
customer satisfaction and the ongoing improvement of neighborhood work
environments (socio-tech and space)
Bring leading, innovative practices for implementing solutions that address
trends and insights and deliver value within the Genentech culture and
business climate
Consult and partner with NWE Pipeline and Operations lead to train internal
partners on QA practices and procedures and ensure adoption
Work independently for project planning, resource estimation, task split, test
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Qualifications for QA tech

Basic math skills (read and compare weights and measurements, add,
subtract, multiply, divide, coordinate lot #’s with orders)
Acceptable attendance record (up to the discretion of the Company
Demonstrated ability to be self-motivated to work collaboratively in a team-
based environment is required
A thorough understanding of National Formulary (NF)
Associate Technical Degree preferred
Minimum of 3 years experience as laboratory technician in a petrochemical
facility


